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The purpose of this investigation is to determine the feasibility
of applying the membrane analogy to the 801~tion ot t o~dimen8ional
heat conduction problems. This investigation ill deal only with heat
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PART 1
A DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN ONE-
AND '!Wo-DIMENSIONAL, STEADY-STATE HEAT CONDUCTION
1The basic equation for the flow of heat by conduction is given
by Fourier's law which states that the instantaneous rate of heat flo,
£2, is equal to th product of three factors: the area A of the sec-de
tion through which heat flows; the temperature gradient, - ~, which
dx
is the rate of change of temperature, t, with respect to the length
of path, x; and a proportionality factor, k, kno n as the thermal
conductivity. Fourier's law expressed mathematically is as folio s:
Ji.§L :: - j(A!ft
dB . dX
where dQ is the amount of heat flo ing in differential time dQ.
In order to determine a general equation for heat conductiont
consider a rectangular solid hose faces are parallel to the co-
(1)




Fig. 1. Sketch of infinitesimal body in rectangular
co-ordinates.




The heat flowing out or the solid in the x direction is
The net gain or the amount stored in the element is the difference
between the two
In the same way it may be shown that the heat stored due to heat
flow in the y direction is
dCf'f== kydkdZLot (#)dylde
and in the z direction
The total heat gaift may then be written as
d9x + dQq -t- rlGz = dJ' £1'y dzl"1 (If)' ~$ )-+
dG de de
-!L (KCf clI-) -r -.J... (f(z ~)7
J'I dlf cJz .J
The left-hand member or this expression now represent.s the net gain
in heat ia the volume in time de. This may also be represented by
Where p and c are density and specific heat of the element respectively_
Since both sides or the equation represeJlt net gain in heat of the
element, the expression tor the heat gain is ROW
If lex = ky = k•. , and if both sides of the equation are diTided by
dx dy dz (c the expression becomes
3
(2)
where pc is a constant for each material concerned and lII8.y be re-
placed by ~. The quantity o<.is called the thermal diffusivity.
It two-dimensional heat conduction in the steady state is con-
sidered, the change in temperature with respect to time is zero, as
is also atox· The resultiag equation may be expressed as
(3)
which is the general equation tor twe-dimensional heat conduction ia
the steady state.
Since equation (2) is a general equation for all heat-conduction
problems, and is derived by applying Fourier's law (equatioh 1), the
solution of all conduction problems requires the solution or this
differential equation to meet the boundary conditi••s. The 801utiGR
ot the equation 1ft the case of on$-dimeDsienal steady-state conduction
is quite simple. The solutiGns of problema concerned with conduction
. or heat through thick wall cylinders and spheres is also 8asi1y ac-
complishe4 by equatien (2), and ,he results are moet simply exprssse.
in terms .f mean areas; log me•• ar.8 tor cylinders, and geo••trie
4mean areas for spheres. The solution of equation (2), or in the case
of two-dimensional, steady-state heat conduction, equation (3), becomes
more difficult for various other shapes of heat conductors, and in the
instance of irregular shapes, the solution of equations (2) and (3) may
even be impossible. As a result of this difficulty, recourse is made,
when possible, to graphical, experimental, or analogous methods.
Several methods for solvin.g these equations graphically have been
introduced,(l) but the one that has come into most general use is the
relaxation method(2} introduced by H. W. Emmons in 1943. This method
consists essentially of a series or approximations, each successive
approximation yielding greater accuracy. The body through which the
quantity of heat conduction is to be determined is considered as 8
network or connecting rods through which all the heat is assumed to
flow. It the body is drawn to scale and a square network of rods is
laid out, an assumptiQn or the temperatures at the yarious rod inter-
sections may be made. In a two-dimension system anyone point of
intersection is considered a sink, and the four connecting poi~ts are
sources. The strength of the sink (the rate at which energy must be
removed from the sink if its temperature and that if its surrounding
points is to remain fixed) may be caleulated. The system is then
"relaxed," that ie, in the steady state the strength of the sink at
any interior point must be set to zero. This is accomplished by chang-
ing the temperature of the sink by such a value that the strength goes
(1) McAdams, W. H. Heat Transmission, N. Y. McGraw-Hill, pp. 416-418
(1942)
(2) Emmons, H. W. Transactielts A.S.ll.E. Vol. 63, No.6, pp. 607-615
(Aug. 1943)
to zero. The temperature at eaoh point may be successively calculated
in the s~e manner. The accuracy of this method depends largely upon
the size of the individual squares of the network. The accuracy and
time required for the solution of a problem by this method depends
also upon the experience and physical intuition of the calculator.
In addition to the various methods or graphical solutions, there
have been several forms of electrical 8aalogies deYeloped.
A network type of analogue was developed by Paschkis and Baker(3)
primarily tor transient heat flow but c.ould. undoubtably be used tor
determinations of steady-state conditions. Ia this analogue the heat-
flow path, whether Gne-, two-, or three-dimensional, is represented
by a number of eleetrical resistors arranged. ill the term or • built-
up network to stm-ulate thermal resistance of the original form. The
flow of direct c.urrent through the network is equivalent to the heat-
flow conditions •
. (4)Langmu1r developed a geometrical analogue iR 1913 which util-
izes an electrical bath in a shallow tank tor .ode1 study or different
heat-flow shapes. A conducting liquid electrolyte represents the single
isotropic homogeneous material. With an alternating-current electrical
potential established between the parallel wall electrodes, the equiw-
lent or steady-state heat-flow coaditions bet een constant temperature
walls was set up. By means of an electrical probe, isopotential lines
representing isothermal lines of the solid body ceuld be established.
(3) Paschkis, V. and Baker, H. D. Transaetiens A.S.M.E. Vol. '4,
Ho. 2, pp. 105-112 (Yeb. 1'42)
(4) Kayan, C. F. Transactions A.S.Y.E. Vol. 61, Bo. 8, pp. 7l3-1la
(Nev. 1'45)
An electrical geometrical analogue was presented by Kayan(S) i~
1945. This method is of the geometric type primarily designed for
steady-state one~ and two-dimensional studies. Conductive sheets are
used o'f various electrical resistances simulating different thermal
conductivities of various materials in a member to be studied. The
basic electrical analogy of this method is the same as the Langmuir
method; equivalent temperature conditions tor a heat-flow path can
be determined through analysis or an e1 ctrical-flaw path in hich
the component resistances have the same relationship between them-
selves 8S the ther'mal resistances. An electrical probe is also used
and a "contour map" of isopotential lines ( hich represent isothermal
lines) is drs n.
(5) Kayan, Ope cit. p. ,.
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PART II
THE MEMBRANE ANALOGY AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Consider a homogenous membrane, such as a soap film of any shape,
supported at the edges, subjected to uniform tension at the e"dge, and




Fig. 2. Homog••~us membran8 SUbjected to uniform tension and a
uniform lateral pressure.
If q is the pressure per unit area of the membrane aDd S is ~he uni-
form tension per unit length of its boundary, rer small ••flections
of the membrane, the tensile forces acting on the side a-a of an ia-
fitesimal element a-b-e-d has a vertical co poneat .r
1
- 5
The vertical cOllpen8Jlt ot the tensile force actiag along 1in8 b-c is
S 02 d Cf -+ -d- (s O?,. dlJ) dx
oX' a x oX I
In the same way the vertical COmpGDeBt alea& liRe a-b is
8and along line d-e the vertical component is
s d Z dX + ~ (S d2. dX) d u
d 4 dy ay 1
Adding the four components and equating to the total force acting




If there is no pressure exerted on either side of the membrane ( q = 0),
then the equation for the membrane becomes
~~ 2
o ~ + d.Z. =- 0
C) x:z.. a <-f 2-
It was pointed out by Prantl, in 1903, that the equation hich
represents the torsion of n elastic bar of any cross-section is
identiea1 to equation (4) as given above. In 1917, Taylor and Griffith(6)
first used the membrane analogy for the solution of torsion problems.
They found that the maximum error encounter d under specified con-
ditions was~. The method was appli d to determdne the torsional
stiffness and strength of cylindrical bars,(1) f1 xure of beams,(8)
(6) Taylor, G. I. and Griffith, A. A., dv. Com. for erenautics, Tech.
Rept. (British) No. 333 (1917-1918)
(7) Taylor, G. I. and Griffith, • A., Adv. Com. fGr Aeronautic, Tech.
Rept. (British) No. 334 (1917-1918)
(8) Taylor, G. I. and Griffith, • ~,Adv. Co • for Aeronautics, Tech.
Rapt. (British) No. 392 (1917-1918)
and the torsion and flexure of hollo shafts. (9) I th · tn esa exper~en
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it was found that the folIo ing relations hold:
1. The shear stress at any point of the cross-section is pro-
portional to·the slope of the film at the corresponding point with
respect to the plane of its boundary.
2. The contour lines of the film represent the direction of th
resultant shear stress at every point.
3. The torsional rigidity of the section is proportional to the
volume which is bounded by the soap film and the plane of the plate.
Work of a similar nature 8S that or Taylor and Griffith as per-
formed by Trayer and Mareh(lO) with essentially the same equipment and
comparable results.
In 1947, Neubauer and Boston(ll) applied the membrane analogy to
determine the torsional stress analysis of twist-drill sections.
The membrane analogy was used by Miles and Stephenson(12), iD
1937, for the olution of a quite differ nt probl m. Th y recogniz d
that the differential equation representing the pressure distribution
about an oil or gas well is idential with Laplace's equation. They
were able to d termine the pressure distribution in oil and gas reser-
voirs of irregular shape when the reservoir as drained by a number ot
ells.
(9) Taylor, G. I. and Griffith, • A., Adv. Com. For eronautics, Tech.
Rapt. (British) No. 399, (1917-1918)
(10) Trayer, G. W. and March, H. W., Nat. vee Comm. for Aeronautics,
Tech. Rapt. No. 334 (1930)
(11) Neubauer, T. P. and BO.sten, D. ., Transactions A.S.M.E. Vol. 69,
No. 8 (Nov. 1941)
(12) Miles, A. J. and Stephenson, E.., r. Inst. of Min. and Met.
Engrs. Tech. Pub. No. '19 (May, 1938)
It was pointed out by Christopherson and Southwell(l3) that
every plane-potential problem has a membrane analogue and that
Prandtl's analogue is merely a partieular example, which was con-
cerned only with Laplace's plane-harmonic equation. The relaxation
(14)method af 8olution of torsional problems as proposed by Southwell
was based upon the investigation of forces exerted upon a soap film,
and the application of the ·re18xation.~ethodas applied to heat-con-
duction problems introduced 'by Emmons(lS) may be vie ed in the same
manner.
From the foregoing discussion it may be seen that the membrane
analogy is also·applicable to the solution of two-dimensional steady-
state heat~eonduetion problems. By COMparing equations (3) and (5)
it may be seen that the equations are identical when the temperature
t in equation (3) is replaced by the vertical deflection of the mem~
brane z in equation (5). Hence the deflection of the membrane repre-
sents, to 80me scale, the temperature distribution throughout the
member under eonsiaeratiott; that is, the hole in the plate over which
the membrane is stretched must be geometrically similar to the shape
or the member under investigation, and the differences in elevation
of the various parts or the model must represent, to some scale, the
temperature change between those parts. The bouftdary conditions must
be kBOwn (Which is generally the case) and the model cODstructed ac-
cordingly.
(13) Christopherson, B. A. and Southwell, R. V., PrGceedin~s of the
Royal Society, Series A, Vol. 1&8, pp. 317-3,0 (1938)
(14) Ibid.
(15) EmmODS, op. cit. p. 4.
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PART III
PROOEDURE AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA
11
The apparatus employed was patterned.after that used by Miles
and Stephenson,(16) except that the component parts were cast from
aluminum. This change \fas made in order to reduce the contamination
of the film due to oxidation of the metal. The instrument is shown
in figures 4 and 5. The principal parts consist of an aluminum shell
constructed in two sections between which 8 plate may be inserted;
an aluminum model ot the member under consideratioD; a glass plate
with a mdere••ter head projecting through the center ot the glass,
the plate being large enough to permit the mderometer gage to be moved
to any positi0D in the shell without uncovering any portion of it; a
paper disc on which the points of the eODtour lines are plotted, is
clamped to a hinged target which can always be broaght down in the
same relative position to the film uader investigation. The base or
the apparatus is equipped with three leveling screws to facilitate
leveling or tilting to any desired aDg~e.~ The micrometer head is
ground to a point on the lower end 80 ~hat it may be used ·as a probe
to establish Qontact with the film. The upper end of the micrometer
head is fitted with another .e.dl. point along the same axis as the
lower point in order to mark the position of the probe on the paper
target.
The soap solution ased was prepared by mixing 2 grams or 80diua
Dleate and 30 c.c. or glycerin in one liter of distilled water. Care
shoulci be taken to keep the soap 801utien free from impurities &8 this
shorteDS the life of tae membra.e.
(1$) Miles, op. cit. p. 9.
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The model should be constructed to some convient seale geomet~
rically similar to the heat conducting member to be studied. The
various parts or the model should be made at different elevations,
to some scale, representing the different temperature conditioDs at
the bounderies of the member. The model should be made of aluminum
to reduce oxidatioa, and the edges to which the membrane is to be
attached should be beveled in 8uch a Danner that the angle at which
the membrane comes imto contact with the edge will bisect the angle
of bevel. This i8 necessary in order to reduce the possibility of
the membrane clinging to surfaces other than the beveled edge. When
the model is set iato the shell, the elevatioD of all edges represeat-
ing isothermal eonditioDS should be cheeked with the micrometer head.
If they are not level they should be adjusted by using small jacks or
weights to bring them into place.
With the model in place, a quantity of the soap solutiell is
poured into the shell, bei~g careful to wet all surfaces ot the model.
A film may be drawn over the model with the aid of a celluloid strip.
All parts that eome iRto contact with the soap solutioDs should be
thoroughly cleaned and rinsed with distilled water beforehand. When
the film has been drawn over the model, the glas8 plate is ~ediately
placed over the equipment since the carbon dioxide from the breath of
persQns present, and also the dllSt iD the air cause damage to the film.
Arrangements should 'be made during the mauutaetlilre of t.he mGdel to pro-
vide ventilation holes. This is ieDe ia order that the pressure changes
due to temperature variatioD within the closed shell may be equlizecl
on beth sides of the membrane. 5..11 bubbles and exeeS8 liCflUid· y
be' removed from the membrane by using a saturated pipe cleaner or a
soda straw. The membrane should have all such bubbles removed so
that the surface is perfectly smooth.
In order to establish contour lines (isotherms) the micrometer
is left at some specific height and the glass plate moved around UB-
til the lower tip' or the micrometer touches the membrane at the ob-
se~ved point. The pointe of contact may be found very accurately by
having a light placed in such a position that the reflection of the
lower point of the micrometer can be seen in the 80ap film near the
place where the probe is expected to come into contact with the film.
A distortion of the image shows that contact has occurred. This posi-
tion is quite definite, and can be measured within an error of .001
inch. When contact has been made, the paper disc, which is clamped
to the metal target, is brought down and touched lightly to the micre-
meter head. Contour lines are drawn by connecting all points on the
isotherm. Extreme care must be exercised in keeping the lower point
of the probe moistened with clean soap solution so that the film will
not be destroyed when measurements are made.
Best results will be obtained if the apparatus is housed within
a vibration-free building in which the temperature is kept nearly
constant.
In order to compare experimental results with theoretical values,
a problem for which the solution is known was first investigated. Con-
sider a hollow, thick-walled cylinder at inside radius rl and outside
radius r2 (Fig. 3), and an inside temperature or t 1 with a lower out-
side temperature Qt t2.
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Fig. 3. Hollow thick walled cylinder.









/17 r.:= ,2. Jrlr -c + eq
when r;: rl, t .:: tl and when r -= r2' t -= t 2
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I Q
/n r = 2 1rK:. t +- /11;; - 27/1( ~
cy I 9
/ n I- = 2 7T';r (r-- t I) + / n Ij
q
If- equation (6) is integrated between points 1 and 2, we obtain
/h Iz
-







"t - t~ Z I (9)
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Substituting (9) into (8) and solving for t
t .:::
/17 J::-
I[ + t--~- I
/11 _/'i_
t;
With equation (10) the temperature t at any point r in the cylinder
is determined if the boundary conditions are known.
(10)
A model was constructed (see Figs. 4 and ,) with an inside radius
(rl ) of 1.45 inches and an outside radius (r2) of 3.01 iaches. The
elevation of the outside shell was fixed at an elevatien such that
the reading of the micrometer head was .18S iBches. The temperature
at this point was assumed to be 185°F. The inner shell (rl ) was
constructed 80 that the elevation could be varied, that is, the temp-
erature drop through the cylinder: e,ould vary. It should be remembered
that the difference in elevatiea' et-the two plates may represent any
temperature difference desired, but in this experiment various 818-
vat ions of the insiie plate were used in order to determine the most
appropiate one.
The tirs-t experiment (s.. plate 1 and table 1) was performed
with the elevatien of the inside plate at .'37 illches (t1 =937°F).
This produced a slope of 48.~ en the membJ,ane. Values Qt the mem-
brane elevation were Qbserved aleas a radiu8 et the cylinder at various
stages in the life of the membrane. The' second experiment (s8e plate
2 and table 2) was perfQrmed with &11 insia. plate elevation of .120
inches (tl =7200F), and thus a me brane slope of 34.9%. The third
experiment (888 plate 3 and, t ble 3) was run with an inside plate ele-
vation of .sO'! inches (t1 -'-'50'!°F) and a slope of 20.~.
Fig. 4. Membrane apparatus with hollow cylinder model in place,
and glass plate removed.
Fig. 5. Membrane apparatus with hollow cylinder model in place,
and glass plate in place.
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It was noted that all the curves in the first three experiments
fell below the theeretical curves. It was assumed that the membrane
was either not clinging to the edge of the beveled plate or that a
small bubble was forming between the membrane and the bevel, thus
pulling the film dow.. Both plates were inverted (see plate 4 and
table 4) and another set of data was taken. It was fouad that the
experimental curve now more nearly approached the theoretical curve
in the upper portion, but still deviated in the lower portion (see
plate 4). The lower plate alone was then inverted to its original
position (see plate 5 and table 5) which gave sOIIiewhat better data.
It was assumed that the deviation from the theoretical in the I.wer
porti n of the curve was caused by Dloisture,~raiJ1ing tram the membrane
1/
to the lower elevatioB. The whole apparat.s was then tilted by means
or the leveling screwe on the base of the instrument, and a set ot
data was recorded ter a til~ of .9° (see plate' and table G). The
apparatus was then tilted 4tO (see plate T and table 7) and another
set of data was recorded. The latter curve deviated more than the
one for a tilt of .9°; therefore it was -assumed that the epttmum tilt
was about 3°. Plate 8 aad table 8 show the results ohtained with the
apparatus tilted 3°. Plate ~ aad table, show the result. Qb~ain.d
with the apparatus tilted again at 3°, but the measurements were
taken in this iJlstance- OR the lower siele of the me.braDe to which
whieh the moisture would drain. The maximum deviatiQI1 ill the case or
the measurements taken en tke high .icl~ was about r{., witk tIle average
error being less than l~. Plate 9 .ad table 9 bear Gut the tact tllat
the membraae drainage has its effect UpOD the results obtained.
The next problem considered was that of determining the temper-
ature distribution through a rectangular, thick-walled cylinder (see
plate 10 and table 10). A model was constructed in the same manner
as the one for the circular cylinder, except that in this ease the
outer boundary was in the form of a 6-inch square at an elevation of
J19 inches. The temperature here was assumed to be 35SoF. The in-
side plate was a 3-inch square at an elevation of .521 inches, and
the temperature was assumed to be l042oF. Thus a ehange of .001
inch elevation of the membrane represented a change in the temper-
ature of 20F. Plate 10 shows a contour map of the isotherms obtained
from measurements taken on opposite corners. Since all the heat that
passes one isotherm must pass the next in the steady state, the total
heat flow for the cylinder may be determined as the heat passing any
one of the isother~. Considering the basic heat-conduction equation
Q • kl~, it may be seen that tor the heat flow between any two
x
isotherms, the area A per unit length G£ cylinder will be the average
18
of the length or the two isotherms under consideration, and tbe length
of path x is the average distance between them. The area of each set
of isotherms was determined by the use of a planimeter, and this area
when divided by the average length of the isotherms yielded an average
value of the term x in the above equation. Thus the value tor Q/k
could be determined per unit length of the eylimder, and the results
or the values obtained between each set of isotherms i8 tabulated iD
table 10.
The last exper~ent performed was a.investigation of a problem
as outlined by McAdams. (IT) Consider 1lJ1 il'lsulator 4 inches thick,
(Ii) MCAdams, Ope cit. p. 4.
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bounded on one side by an isothermal metal plate at a temperature of
602°F, and on the lower side by another isothermal metal plate of
200oF. At intervals or 8 inches the lower part of the insulator ia
penetrated by metal ribs which extend 2 inches into the insulator.
The ribs are also at 200°F, and there is no heat flew in the longi-
tudinal direction or the insulator.
A model was constructed to the exact dimensi~Ds as those of the
problem (see Figs. 6 and 1) except that the longitudinal dimension
was made to be 4 inches siRce each 4-iach section would be symetrieal
with the next section. On the ends or the model where the temperatures
are unknown, vertical plates were inserted and the membrane allowed t~
seek its own level al••g the smooth surfaces ot these plates. Plate
11 shows a plot of the isotherms obtained. Calculations tor the tl~
of heat were made in the same nner as those iD the previous experi-
ment. Table 11 sho•• the tabulated result••
Fig. 6. :Membrane apparatus with insulator model in place and
glass plate removed.
20




TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THICK-WALL_CYLINDER
22
t"
rl =1.46 t 1 == 937°F
r2 = 3.02tt t 2 == 186°· F
Slope of membrane II: 48.2!/c
Plate inclination ~ 0.00
Age Qf membrane t hr. Age of membrane 1 hr.
r t calc.* 10 error r t cale.* ~ error
t t
1.46 937.0 931 0.00 1.46 937 937 0.00
1.60 806.5 843 4.28 1.58 825.3 855 3.44
1.76 698.5 744 6.17 1.68 749.3 792 ,.43
1.96 593.8 639 1.05 1.82 662.3 711 5.93
2.10 515.5 560 7.85 1.96 ,87., 634 7.27
2.23 450.5 489 10.00 2.12 ;02.2 553 9.24
2.38 389.0 432 9.97 2.27 431.5 481 10.40
2.55 322.0 363 11.30 2.48 353.5 389 9.13
2.73 254.4 290 12.2, 2.62 296.5 334 11.20
2.87 206'.1 240 13.75 2.78 240.2 272 11.76
3.02 181.0 181 0.00 2.91 202.0 225 10.20
3.01 185.5 185.5 0.00
Age of membrane It hr.
r t calc.* ~ error
t -.
1.46 937 931 0.001.15 71; 151 4.16
1.92 619 652 5.01
2.08 539 570 ,.36
2.20 475 514 7.592.36 403 439 8.432.55 331 363 8.83
2.66 311 320 2.81
2.86 223 249 10.65
2.96 189 209 9.34
3.02 185 185 0.00
* Calculated by equation (10).

TABLE 1





Slope of membrane ~- 34.9%
Plate inclination = 0.00
Age of membrane t hr. Age of membrane 1 hr.
r t cale.* %error r t cale.* 10 error
t t
1.47 '725 '125 0.00 1.4'1 725 725 0.00
1.545 661 '83 3.25 1.54 658 683 3.25
1.'05 628 655 4.87 1.68 600 619 2.95
1.74 563 594 3.37 1.82 541 561 3.,6
1.88 ;09 536 4.48 1.90 500 526 4.9,
2.04 455 474 4.02 2.28 371 390 4.88
2.20 397 418 5.14 2.38 341 358 4.15
2.34 351 310 5.27 2.63 280 285 2.11
2.51 303 318 4.87 2.74 238 2.51 ,.31
2.66 251 276 6.89 2.90 204 211 3·31
2.82 212 232 8.64 3.01 186 186 0.00
3.01 186 186 0.00
Age of ••mbrane lthr.
r t cale.* ~ erre>r
t
1.41 '[20 12a 0.00
1.,6 6'9 675 0.10
1.74 58, ,94 1.S'1
1.88 529 53' 1.31
2.2; 392 400 2.00
2.49 318 323 1.S,
2.£8 271 268 0.09
2.8' 22.' 223 2.69
3.00 186 . lS6 0.00
* CalcUlated by e'luatien (10)

TABLE 3
TJ}MPERA~. pISTRIBUTION .TEROUGH THICK-WALL CYLINDER
r 1 = 1.42" t 1 = 501~F
r2 = 3.01" t 2 = 186°F
Slope of membrane = 20.~
Plate inclination = 0.000
Age of Jl8l1J.brane t hr. Age of membrane 1 hr.
r t calc.* 10 error r t calc.* 10 error
t t
1.42 SOT 507 0.00 1.42 507 ,01 0.00
1.49 473 476 0.76 1.50 462 484 4.56
1.67 423 443 4.44 1.59 441 459 3.93
1.85 379 394 3.82 1.73 40, 424 4.54
2.20 304 319 4.12 1.8S 373 395 ;.53
2.40 273 282 3.20 2.00 342 360 ,.os
2.53 248 257 3.;1 2.20 302 319 5.33
2.69 223 235 4.90 2.38 269 268 6.13
2.90 193 201 3.10 2.55 238 256 1.22
3.01 185 18; 0.00 2.71 201 221 6.33
3.01 18, 185 0.00
.lgeof membrane 1t hr.
r t calc.* ~ error
t
1.42 501 501 0.00
1.56 451 468 2.41
1..10 420 431 2.49
1.85 383 399 3.11
2.02 347 355 2.30
2.15 321 330 2.13
2.32 281 297 4.0,
2.65 229 240 4.80
3.61 181 185 0.0-0




TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THICK.JNALL CYLINDER
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t 1 =. 531°F
t 2 =: 151°F
Slope of membrane = 23.910
Plate inclination = 0.000





































































* Calculated from equation (10)

TABLE 5
TEMPERATURE DI§TRIBUTION THROUGH THICK-WALL CYLINDER
30
t 1 -= 536°F
t 2 = 181.2
oF
Slope of membrane = 23.~
Plate inclination = 0.00°
Age of membrane t hr.
r t calc.* ~ error
t
1.470 536.0 536.0 0.000
1.550 508.2 510.3 -0.403
1.668 579.5 473.7 1.225
1.763 449.0 445.9 1.54; .
1.92, 403.0 401.4 0.400
1.125 350.5 352.5 -0.710
2.335 302.5 306.0 -1.145
2.500 266.1 271.0 -1.585
2.6 0 229.0 235.0 -2.550
2.910 191.5 196.0 -2.810
2.960 181., 188.0 "3.460
3·000 181.2 181.0 0.000
* Calculated fr.om equation (10)

TABLE 6
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THICK-WALL CYLINDER
32
t 1 = 531°F
t .:= 186°F2
Slope of membrane ~ 11.18~
Plate inclination = 0.90
Age of membrane t hr.
r t cale.* %error
t
1.411 531.0 531.0 0.000
1.488 511.5 ,09.1 0.472
1.600 471.0 475.3 0.357
1.'90 451.0 4.50.0 0.225
1.860 404.0 405.5 -0.3702.°3° 360.0 365.5 -1.,052.240 320.0 321.0 -0.311
2.380 288.0 293.0 -1.10,
2.540 256.1 263.0 -2.010
2.710 229.0 233.0 -1.717
2.820 210.0 215.0 -2.325
2.910 196.5 202.0 -2.730
2.970 189.0 192.0 -1.,63
3.010 186.0 186.0 0.000
* Calculated from equation (10)

TABLE 7
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THICK-WALL CYLINDER
34
r 1 =. 1.47"
r2 := 3.02"
t 1 -:=. 531.,oF
t 2 = 188°F
S10pe of membrane = 22.1~
Plate inclination ~ 4te
Age or membrane t hr.
r t calc.* 'fo error
t
1.41 531.5 531.5 0.000
1.,8 507.5 491.; 2.100
I.YO 468.0 463.2 1.03,
1.85 42;.0 421.0 0.9;0
1.95 396.5 496.8 0.016
2.14 352.5 352.5 0.000
2.26 323., 327.0 -1.010
2.42 288.() 294.0 -2.040
2.60 254.5 259., -1.930
2.18 220.0 227-, -3.290
2.89 201., 209.6 -3.820
2.96 188.4 197.5 -4.610
3.02 188 188.0 0.000
* C lculated fram equation (lO)

TABLE 8
~ERATURE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THICK-WALL CYLINDER
r2 = 3.02" t 2 = 184°F
Slope of membrane = 23 .310
Plate inclination ~ 3°
Age of membrane t hr.
r t calc.* ~ error
t
1.53 532.5 532., 0.000
1.62 ,05.5 504.0 0.298
1.68 482.2 484.5 -0.517
1.78 453.0 455.2 ..0.483
1.95 406.0 408.3 -0.512
2.23 336.5 340.4 -1.110
2.48 281., 284.; -1.0"
2.68 242.5 247.5 -2.020
2.84 213.0 215·5 -1.160
2.92 201.0 200.5 -0.250
2.98 190.0 190., -0.262
3.02 184.0 184.0 0.000 .




TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH THICK-WALL CYLINDER
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t 1 = 532.,oF
t 2 = 115°,
Slope of membrane = 21.9%
Plate inclination = 3°
Measurements taken on low side
Age of membrane t hr.
r t calc.* 10 rrort
1.35 532.; 532.5 0.00
1.44- 496.2 503.6 -1.49
1.,6 462.0 461.; ..1.18
1.71 417.0 426.0 -2.11
1.89 369.5 380.5 -2.89
2.10 32Q.5 333.5 -4.05
2.32 278.0 288.5 -3.64
2.;2 238.0 251., -5.3'1
2.14 203.5 212., -4.23
2.83 188.0 198•.5 -5.30
2.92 114.0 184.5 -5.70
2.98 175.0 175·0 0.00
* Calculat d fro equation (10)

TABLE 10
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION THROUGH RECTANGULAR 'fHICK-YlALL CYLINDER
Slope of membrane = 2grJ,
Plate inclination & 3°
Temperature or inside rectangle =10420F
Temperature of outside recta.ngle:= 358°F
y :: length of isotherm
Yave ~ average length or t 0 isotherms under consideration
Area = rea between t 0 isotherms under consideration
xm= average distance between two isotherms =!£!!
Yave
2= 4 Yave Dt BTU/ft/hrk 12 xm
Age of membrane t to 2 hre.
Upper right t or rectangular cylinder
y 'Jave area Xm y/x Q/k
3.00
5723.100 0.;60 0.181 17.15
3.20
0.186 17.8; 5963.330 0.620
3.46
0.206 17-55 ,863.600 0.741
3.74
17.60 5883.910 o.8TC 0.223
4.08
5184.315 1.080 0.2,0 17.36
4.55
0.296 16.35 ;464.835 1.430
5.12
Lower 1 rt t of rectangular eyliadr
2.,6
3.080 6.560 0.1815 IT.00 ;66
3.20
5723.340'. 0.650 Q.1945 11.15
3.48
5743.64, 0.150 0.205; 17·25
3.81
17.35 5783.910 0.910 0.2290
4.13
5744.386 1.120 0.25, 17.20
4.64





TEMPERATURE DISIJRIBUTION THROUGH AN INSULATCR
Slope of membrane :. 10'%
Plate inclination = 30
Temperature of upper boundary =602°F
Temperature of lower boundary and penetrating rib = 200°F
y:: length ot isotherm .
Yave = average length of two isotherms under consideration
Area =area between two isotherms under consideration







From the results obtained in the investigation of the problem
tor which the analytical solution is known, it may be seen that UDder
the proper conditions of test, the accuracy of the membrane analogy
is well within the limits required in the solution of most heat-con-
duction problems. The age or the membrane produces an appreciable
etrect upon the results obtained, and it is recommended that the mem-
brane be allowed to drain for at least one hour before any measurements
are taken. If the measurements extend over a 10ng period of time, the
membrane becomes fragile, but may be rejuvinated by placing a drop of
soap solutioD on the probe and transferring the drop of solution to
the membrane. From the results obtained from the first tests it follows
that the optimum slope of the. membrane is about 3~. The difference
in elevation or the component parts or the model may represent any
temperature change desired. The beveled edges of the model to which
the membrane is to be attached, should be machined in such a manner
as to approximate the condition such that the angle at which the mem-
brane approaches the edge of the model will bisect the angle of bevel.
This is necessary in order to reduce the possibility of small bubbles
torming between the membrane and the edge of the model which would
result in a depression of the fi18. Thorough cleaning of all parts
is essential to the life of the membrane. When possible, the whole
apparatus should be tilted to an angle ot about 30 in order that the
section on which the measurements are beias made may be drained or
exeess 11flU14.
II) tbe solution or probl,ems which require plotting. of isotherms
throughout the m. ber, the greatest error to be encountered is th
45
accuracy with which the model is constructed. Care should be taken
to insure proper geometric similarity, and the variation in elevation
of the isothermal boundaries should not exceed .002 inches. From
tables 10 and 11, it may be seen that towards the boundaries, the
values obteined in determining Q/k vary appreciably, but in the cen-
tral region· where greater accuracy is expected, the Talues are in
close agreement.
The method used in this experiment to determine the values of
A and ~ is not completely satisfactory. In the measurement of the
areas between the isotherms by use of a planimeter, an erro'r as small
as .01 square inches would produce an appreciable error in the results.
Another suggested method is one similar to the type used in the relax-
ation method. Layout equal distances along one isotherm and from
each point drop perpendiculars to the neighboring isotherm. The
average of the perpendiculars i. x..
The values of Q/k obtained in the insulator problem (plate 11
and table 11) contain another possible source of error. On account
of the construction of the equipment, it was necessary to exterpolate
to the boundary, but here again the results obtained in the central
sectiQB ot tbe membrane were in close agreement. It is, therefore,
recommended that, ift the solution of problems of this type, the cal-
culations for the heat-flo" b:e mate fro. isotherms plotted near the
center aectiGD of the membrane.
In so tar as this paper is concerned, the membrane analogy is
.restrieted to OD8- ahd two-dimensional steady-state heat-conduction
problems. The au.thor believes that the analogue has possibilities in





A brief review is made ot the solution of heat-conduction problems
by means or electrical analogies and by graphical m.ethods. The pre-
vious applications of the membrane analogue to other problems are dis-
cussed.
The fundamental equation for steady-state heat conduction in one
and two dimensions, and the equation for the forces acting upon a
stretched membrane are developed. The similarity between these e-
quations is pointed out, and thus the membrane analogy is established.
The cODstructien aDd the use et the apparatus for measuring the
film are described. Three problem. are considered, the first being
one ot whieh the analytical solution is ktlown. This problem was in-
vestigated in order to develop technique, and to det~rmin8 the ac-
curacy of the analogue. The second aad third investigations are ex~
amp18s of the applieation of the method in solving typical problems.
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